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OUR PRIORITY 
IS OUR 
EDUCATION.

"

"

schools closing and 
the hospitals 
opening. However, we 
fall somewhere in the 
middle of everything. 
Our priority is our 
education. We cannot 
be competent nurses 
if we neglect our 
education. But, it is 
hard to gain the 
experience we need 
when we have classes 
online and have lost 
valuable time in the 
clinical setting. Many 
of us have chosen to 
take job opportunities 
in the hospital, 
whether it be for the 
clinical experience or 
simply to do our part 
in the fight against 
COVID- 19. Governor 
Newsome has even 
pushed for legislation 
to allow senior 
nursing students to 
work in similar 
positions as 
registered nurses in 
the hospital, as 
healthcare across the 
states demands all 
hands on deck. With 
this nationwide state 
of emergency, many 
nursing students feel 
the need to step up 
and be the caregiver 
they have worked so 
hard to be. However, 

we must not forget 
that we are students. 
We are still learning. 
But with the campus 
closed, and students 
removed the 
hospitals, how are we 
still learning?

Effective as of 
March 12, 2020, all 
San Diego State 
University nursing 
students have had a 
mandatory transfer of 
clinical from the 
hospital setting to 
online ?virtual 
clinicals.? In late 
March, the CA 
Department of 
Consumer Affairs 
(DCA) approved 
progressing all 
nursing students 
forward through the 
semester, despite 
lack of in person 
courses. Currently, 
the updated 
requirement is for 
fifty percent of clinical 
hours to be hands on. 
The remaining fifty 
percent can be done 
online. To say the 
least, this has been a 
difficult transition. 
Typically, in nursing 
school we struggle 
with pulling all 
nighters to study, 
waking up at 5:00 am 

for clinical, and 
working on twenty 
page patient write 
ups. While some of 
these challenges may 
still exist, we have a 
new set of challenges: 

- Lack of patient 

interaction 

- No preceptor to 

learn from 

- No skills lab to 

practice skills 

- Decreased 

motivation to 

study for tests 

- Uncertainty 

surrounding 

graduation and 

licensure 

- We don?t get to 
see our nursing 
friends and clinical 
groups (and 
instructors, too!)

   So how do we 
adjust to these new 
challenges? My 
number one 

suggestion is to stay 
committed to your 
education. We are all 
in nursing school for 
one reason or 
another, but 
ultimately we want to 
help others. In order 
to do this, we must be 
competent in our 
studies. Take 
advantage of the 
down time you have 
now to review old 
assessment notes, 
research a specialty 
that you?ve been 
interested in, or get 
hands-on experience 
as a nursing assistant. 
Remember that 
nursing is not about 
grades, it 's about 
preparing you to be 
the best caregiver 
possible for your 
future patients. Just 
because you can use 
your notes on online 
tests does not mean 
you can skip out on 

NURSING SCHOOL 
WITHOUT SCHOOL
by Ashley Jackson
Take a step outside. 

You probably haven?t 
done this much since 
late March. Now turn 
around and look at 
where you have been 
sheltered. Maybe you 
are spending quality 
time with your family 
at home, maybe 
you?re posted up with 
roommates, and 
maybe you?re alone. 
No matter where you 
are, it 's definitely not 
the traditional 
classroom setting. We 
all experience the 
pandemic differently, 

and that?s okay. Now, 
I say ?the pandemic? 
with no allusion to 
what it entails or 
what it even is, 
because we all know 
it refers to the state 
of the world in 2020. 
This is a part of 
history that will stick 
with us forever. 
Terms such as ?social 
distancing? and 
?virtual clinical? may 
haunt some of us 
forever. This has 
become the new 
norm. We cannot 
leave the house 

without the fear of 
picking up the virus, 
and we most certainly 
cannot go to the 
grocery store without 
a mask. With strict 
regulations by the 
government to flatten 
the curve, and our 
own personal fears of 
harming our loved 
ones, life has become 
something out of a 
dystopian novel. The 
pandemic has silently 
closed down 
gatherings, removed 
us from the 
classroom, and 

isolated us from our 
friends and 
families.However, it is 
not the dystopian 
story we were taught 
by authors such as 
Huxley and Atwood.

As nursing 
students, we are in a 
unique spot to soak 
up the chaos in the 
world.  We see the 

"This has 
become the 
new norm."
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studying the 
material.

    Our professors 
provide us with 
valuable information 
to make competent 
and successful 
nurses. Do not 
neglect your studies. 
Future you will 
regret it.

On the flip side of 
all this, remember to 
take care of yourself. 
We are living in a 
state of the world 
that has never been 
seen before. For the 
first time in history, 
all 50 states are 
under a disaster 
declaration. Stores 
are closed, streets 
are empty, and we 
are restricted to our 
own homes. This is a 
difficult time for 
everybody, so don?t 
feel alone if you are 
struggling to adjust. 
Make sure you are 
taking care of 
yourself. Since most 
of us spend a large 
majority of the day 
sitting down in front 
of a screen, I have 
two suggestions. 
First, invest in a pair 
of blue light glasses. 
They truly will save 

your eyes. Second, 
take a ten minute 
break every hour to 
stand up and stretch 
it out. Your back will 
thank you. 

It can be extremely 
easy to let yourself go 
when you have 
nowhere to be, a 
stock pile of canned 
food, and no friends 
you can see. But that 
is no excuse. 
Quarantine has given 
every individual a 
strange gift of 
complete isolation. 
They say that what 
you do when no one 
is watching is what 
makes your 
character. So I ask 
you, who are you in 
total isolation? Are 
you a person who 
stays in bed scrolling 
through social media 
and watching netflix 
all day, or are you the 
person who makes 
three healthy meals, 
completes all their 
assignments in a 
timely manner, and 
still finds time for 
yoga in the day? I 
urge you to use this 
time wisely to be the 
best version of 
yourself. Wake up in 

time for breakfast, go 
for that run you?ve 
been debating, and 
distance yourself 
from social media. I 
encourage you to use 
this new found time 
for good. You can use 
this time however you 
choose, but 
remember, there will 
always be a need for 
nurses. We are 
preparing to enter a 
field that needs us to 
be competent, 
regardless of 
roadblocks in our 
education process. 
No matter what year 
of school you are in, 
the world will need 
you as a strong nurse 
when you graduate. 
We will get through 
this, and we will be 
registered nurses. 
Study your material 
as you would if you 
had clinical every 
week. Reach out to 

your mentors and 
advisors if you need 
help. Do not let 
online clinics hinder 
your education. If 
you feel you need 
patient interaction, 
apply for a job at 
one the many 
hospitals hiring 
students. Find what 
works for you, and 
don?t forget, 
although we might 
be physically 
distanced, were all 
in this together.

5

...WHO ARE YOU 
IN TOTAL 
ISOLATION?

"

"

Coffin left alone with no one but staring eyes,

coughing not condone but shun with staring eyes.

 

The eyes keep staring but the ears aren?t listening, 

the party must go on!

Enter the black-and-red room?

As always, the masque stays on.

 

Tapping on the window is a camouflaged bird,

Nevermore, begone!

Enter the black-and-red room?

As always, the masque stays on.

 

Time passes and Mary must leave but no one shifts,

tis? the break of dawn!

Enter the black-and-red room?

As always, the masque stays on.

 

The masque stays off and it?s me who dies,

the masque stays on and alone he dies.

Masque On
By J.R. Ortiz
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and Divinity of Christ. Personally 
the fact that this place was here 
meant so much to me because I 
usually enjoy silent prayer time 
in these spaces. This in turn gave 
me an idea that would set me up 
for success the rest of my Spring 
semester: every time before 
clinical I would spend 10-20 
minutes praying in this chapel. 
Once I began doing this and 
made it part of my clinical 
routine, it has made all the 
difference in making clinicals not 
seem like another part of my 
day to get through, but an 
opportunity to learn how to be a 
better nurse and make a 
difference in people?s lives. 
Spending time in prayer before 
clinicals has not only helped me 
mentally prepare myself for the 
day, but most importantly has 
taught me how to sur render  t o 
t he present  m om ent .

Now I know what you?re 
probably thinking: isn?t the point 
NOT to surrender and not give 
up your power? Most people will 

FAITH 
AND 

NURSING

think surrendering means 
admitting and wallowing in 
defeat and doing nothing. A lot 
of people believe that surrender 
is negative, but in reality, it could 
have a lot of positives. If we?re 
going to understand surrender 
in this positive manner, let us 
look to the ocean as an 
example.

For those who have ever been 
swimming in the ocean knows 
that it is not a good feeling to 
get wiped out by a huge wave. 
And if you don?t know what that 
exactly feels like, it feels like 
you?re in a huge washing 
machine, your body being 
thrown around back and forth, 
and in the moment there is no 
escape. At this point, you?re 
purely at the mercy of the 
ocean. For those who are 
experts in surfing there is one 
thing you learn if you?re ever in 

that situation: let the wave 
take you, and don?t fight it. Our 
natural instinct is to combat 
resistance and bring things back 

by Michael  Taningco 

  These are the thoughts that tend to make us lose sight of our real reasons for doing anything. We 

get so caught up in everything that we just let the entire world overwhelm us, eventually leading us 

to burnout and possibly even consider quitting the profession all together. We so desperately wish 

for a breather that we take out our frustrations on friends, loved ones, and even professors. We let 

these thoughts and aspects of our lives overwhelm and get the better of us. The main reason we let 

these thoughts eat us alive is because we desire so much to take everything into our control, and 

rarely do we have faith to leave things to chance. Allow me to share some lessons I?ve learned in my 

time in the program and as a Catholic. 

(Don?t worry I?m not trying to convert you, just hear me out.)

Upon transferring to SDSU for nursing school I was very excited to finally begin taking classes that 
will eventually turn into my future career. My 3 years of hard work in community college leading up 
to the next couple years of my life learning about the profession I?ve been aspiring to be for a long 
time. My first semester in the program was a challenge but I passed my classes and made it 
through. The second and third semesters were even more challenging and I was slowly starting to 
get discouraged and questioned myself at some point, ?Do I even love what I?m doing? What if I am 
wasting my time and find out nursing is not what I?m meant to do? What is even my purpose in 
being in this program?? Because I was getting so overwhelmed with everything and because I was 

afraid of uncertainty of the 
future, I was losing my sense 
of purpose for studying 
nursing.

In times of struggle and 
uncertainty, I did what most 
Catholics would do in this 
moment and went to prayer. I 
prayed to God to help me 
understand what I was going 
to do, and I prayed asking if I 
was really meant to be here, 
and if that was so, then for 
what reasons? This fourth 
semester, Spring 2020, I have 
been blessed with the 
opportunity to do Med-Surg 
rotations at Scripps Mercy 
Hospital. Upon walking into 
the lobby for the first time I 
was caught off guard and 
pleasantly surprised that this 
facility was a Catholic hospital. 
And to me that meant one 
thing: they had a Blessed 
Sacrament chapel. To 
Catholics, the Blessed 
Sacrament is a sacred place 
located in any Catholic church 
that contains the Body, Soul, 

  Nowadays it?s super easy to lose sight of our drive and purpose for what we do. In the mind of 
every nursing student we sometimes wake up thinking:

?What?s the point in wasting my 
energy memorizing all this 
information I know I won?t 
remember as a nurse??

7
8

?Why do I even bother waking up 
for clinicals at 4:30am to spend 
another day taking care of 
ungrateful patients??

?Why am I even in nursing 
school??

9



BINGO, SDSU SON 
EDITION!
By: J.R. Ortiz
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different and we never know 
what to expect. We will laugh, 
and we will cry, and sometimes 
we will just be too tired that we 
go on autopilot. The sooner we 
realize that not everything we do 
is not in our control, the sooner 
we can spend our energy on the 
things that we do have control 
over that will make a difference 
in our lives, our healthcare 
team?s lives, and our patients? 
lives. 

During rare times such as this 
pandemic we all face, it is 
evident now more than ever that 
we are not in control of the 
entire situation. Let this time in 
quarantine be a time of 
self-reflection to reassess our 
current situation and find ways 
to take control of the things we 
do have influence on, and may 
we use this opportunity to 
become better nurses in the 
process. Not only are nurses 
compassionate, we are also 
resilient, and we do our best to 
adapt to change because other 
people depend on us for it. So I 
challenge you to look inwardly 
and ask yourself ?Why am I here 
and what is my purpose in this 
program?? The funny thing to 

eventually realize is that we?ll 
never know that exact answer. 
But once we learn to surrender 
ourselves to the present 
moment, we can take comfort in 
knowing that the weight of the 
world does not have to rest on 
our shoulders. So as we move 
onward with our nursing 
careers, just remember this: 
take a leap of faith, and just let 
the wave take you.

under our control. However if 
you do this, there is a 
possibility that amidst all the 
chaos, you will end up 
swimming in the wrong 
direction, going deeper and 
deeper in the ocean risking 
drowning to death. Once you 
learn to surrender yourself to 
the wave, you will know how to 
assess the situation and know 
to follow the air bubbles that 
will lead to the surface, that 
will lead to fresh air to finally 
regain our breath.

As nurses it is very easy to 
want to have everything in our 
control. We want to keep our 
patients alive. We want our 
patients to walk by themselves 
again. As compassionate 
caretakers, we want so much 
to do everything in our ability 
to make things go smoothly. 
But the reality is that we will 
have patients that we can?t 
save, and there are patients 
that will be confined to 
wheelchairs for the rest of 
their lives, no matter how 
much we root for them. Just as 
a surfer is at the mercy of the 
sea, a nurse is at the mercy of 
the hospital. Everyday is 
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The Serenit y Prayer

God, grant me the Serenity

To accept the things I cannot 

change?

Courage to change the things I can,

And Wisdom to know the difference.

Living one day at a time

Enjoy one moment at a time,

Accepting hardship as the pathway 

to peace.

Taking, as he did, this sinful world as 

it is,

Not as I would have it.

Trusting He will make things right

If I surrender to His will

That I may be reasonably happy in 

this life,

And happy with Him forever in the 

next.

Amen.
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CROSSING 
LANGUAGE 
BARRIERS
by Ashley Marie Bernardez
Communication is 

essential to a nurse?s 
line of work. It?s our 
job to know what is 
going on with the 
patient. Asking 
questions and 
relaying information 
is a big part of that. 
Basic questions like 
?Are you having any 
pain?? or ?When was 
your last bowel 
movement?? are 
essential to the 
patient?s plan of care. 
However, things can 
become difficult as 
we serve a variety of 

clientele. In places 
like San Diego, there 
is a high chance of 
coming across a 
patient who doesn?t 
speak English.

I remember an 
experience I had with 
a Spanish-speaking 
patient. My fluency in 
the language at the 
time was at the level 
where I only 
remembered a few 
phrases from high 
school Spanish and 
had only refreshed 
my knowledge briefly 
during SNA?s Medical 

Spanish course. My 
nurse and I used the 
translator line to 
perform a basic 
assessment on the 
patient and gave her 
a run down on the 
day. However, after 
hanging up, the 
patient started asking 
for ?hielo?. Using the 
litt le Spanish I knew, I 
asked her to repeat 
her request, but it 
only caused more 
confusion and 
frustration on both 
ends. It wasn?t until 
later in the day when 

I had time to myself 
that I realized she 
had simply been 
asking for some 
more ?ice?. 

Incidents like this 
happen often. From 
the patient?s 
perspective, 
communicating the 
need for simple 
requests can be a 
great hurdle. It?s even 
more difficult to relay 
important 
information and 
needs.  There are 
many cases where 

" "
patients not fluent in 
English will say yes to 
understanding 
something (i.e. 
discharge 
instructions, 
procedures, 
medication 
administration), while 
being on a different 
page than the 
medical professional. 
Relying on family 
members can be hard 
too due to the 
inability to determine 
whether the 
information is being 
relayed correctly.

One case I 
encountered was a 
first-time mother who 
had experienced a 
traumatic birth as a 
result of 
miscommunication 
with her doctor and 
pharmacist. She 
developed a minor 
abdominal infection 
during her pregnancy 
and had been 
instructed by her 
physician to begin 
taking antibiotics 
immediately. 
However, while trying 
to fill the prescription, 
there had been a 
mishap with her 
insurance. The 

mother had held off 
on getting the 
medication and 
waited to settle the 
matter. A few weeks 
later, she was 
frantically rushed to 
the emergency room 
in a septic state and 
had to rush the 
delivery of her child. 
Despite having the 
medication 
instructions explained 
to her, the language 
barrier between her 
and her doctor had 
prevented her from 
understanding the 
importance of taking 
the medication right 
away and the effect 
that it could have on 
her pregnancy.

So, how can we help 
bridge the language 
barrier?

Many hospitals have 
resources available to 
help patients in need 
of language 
assistance. Nursing is 
a team effort so it is 
possible to recruit 
co-workers who can 
speak other 
languages to help 
translate. Interpreter 

services are also 
available either in- 
person or through 
the phone. These are 
preferable over family 
members because 
they?ve received 
training in dealing 
with medical 
situations and are 
confidential. Check if 
your hospital has 
visual aids that have 
pictures to help 
communicate basic 
needs. If your facility 
doesn?t currently have 
these resources, work 
with your 
management to see 
how you can get 
them. Nurses 
advocate for our 
patients!

Learning even a few 
simple phrases in 
common languages 
(Spanish, Tagalog, 
etc.) would be a big 
help. I?ve taken the 
time to learn how to 
ask common 
questions and the 
words for basic 
needs. There are 
many resources 
online that can help 
improve your fluency 

in different 
languages and SNA 
provides a Medical 
Spanish course that 
helps you run 
through common 
phrases you?ll 
encounter in the 
hospital.

I had a Spanish 
patient in the ICU 
who was scheduled 
to be placed under 
sedation and 
mechanical 
ventilation. She was 
visibly nervous 
before the 
procedure as she 
had no family to 
comfort her. I 
remember telling 
her ?Todo estara 
bien.? (It will be 
okay.) and 
?Cuidaremos de 
usted.? (We will take 
care of you.) and my 
heart lifted as she 
began to relax. 
Simple and 
reassuring words 
can make all the 
difference. And 
patients will always 
appreciate your 
efforts to 
communicate.
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Learning Simple 
Phrases



8 TIPS FOR 
ONLINE 

CLASSES 
WHILE SOCIAL 

DISTANCING

"

by Carly Dion

"Non-verbal communication 
is just as important as words, 
especially in cases where 
there is a language barrier. 
There are universal signs 
and gestures that you can 
utilize like a ?thumbs up? that 
can help you communicate 
with the patient. Miming out 
actions such as eating food 
or taking a drink are also 
helpful. In times that a 
patient needs comforting, 
simply holding their hand or 
gently touching their 
shoulder can communicate 
that you are there for them. 
Smiling at the patient can 
also relay good will and 
reliability to the patient.

You can also pick up cues 
from the patient?s 
expressions and body 
language as well. Pay 
attention to signs of 
discomfort or worry like 
grimacing or guarding. 
Encourage the patient to 
point to various things. For 
example, if you are asking 
for the location of their pain, 
gesture for them to point 
where it hurts.

Patience is key to nursing 
care. The language barrier 
can be frustrating to both 
the nurse and the patient, 

This might be your first time taking online classes. They present a 
whole new set of challenges, but also many benefits. Check out these 

tips to ensure success. 

but it is important to remain 
calm and level-headed in the 
situation. It is our 
responsibility as nurses to 
ensure understanding of the 
patient. When providing 
explanations, be brief but 
thorough. It is easy for 
misunderstandings to occur 
when you speak two different 
languages. Be sure to ask if 
they have additional questions 
or if there is something they 
don?t understand. Speak 
clearly and confidently. Be 
sure to slow down if needed. 
Take your time to ensure the 
patient understands. Make 
sure to practice patience.

Patients rely on nurses when 
they are at their most 
vulnerable. Communication is 
a key factor in maintaining 
appropriate relationships 
between nurses and patients. 
It is important to bridge this 
gap in languages to provide 
the best possible care for the 
patient. Conquering the 
language barrier is one of the 
many ways you can improve 
your nursing care!

15
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" "
   At the start of each 

day, make sure to check 
your email and 
Blackboard to see if your 
teachers have changed 
any deadlines or sent out 
any announcements. 
During this time, things 
are rapidly evolving and 
changing and you aren?t 
seeing your teacher in 
person, so this is the only 
way they can 
communicate these 
changes to you. Stay on 
top of what you have to 
do. Make a list of daily 
tasks and check them off 
when you finish. It is a 
great feeling.

   Don?t let online classes 
fool you. Although it 
seems like Phineas and 
Ferb?s 104 Days of 
Summer Vacation are 
finally coming true, it is 
important to finish this 
semester strong. Online 
classes require more 
self-discipline and 
self-learning.

  Be understanding. 
Switching to online 
classes might be 

overwhelming for you, but it 
is also extremely difficult for 
your professors, especially 
your clinical instructors. They 
have to think of hours of 
work for you to do and many 
of them have never done 
anything like this before. 
Thank them. Ask them how 
they are doing just as often 
as they ask you. Offer to help 
them if you have extra time. 
If you are patient with your 
professors when things 
aren?t working perfectly, 
chances are they will be 
understanding when you 
need their assistance, which 
brings me to my next point.

  If you feel overwhelmed, 
ask for help. This is a crazy 
time for everyone. Chances 
are, your professors will be 
willing to work with you and 
extend deadlines if you are 
open and honest with them. 
Be your own advocate. Your 
classmates are going 
through the same thing, so 
asking them for support can 
also be beneficial.

    Don?t neglect your health, 
both physically and mentally. 
Wake up a few minutes 

before class and make 
yourself some breakfast 
or change out of your 
night pajamas and into 
your day pajamas. When 
class is over, take your 
dog for a walk. If the 
weather is nice, listen to 
your lecture outside! Make 
sure you find something 
that can make you feel 
normal and happy during 
these weird times.

    Organize your space. 
Make the place you work 
a place that you like. 
Clean it up, minimize 
distractions, make it 
comfortable (but not too 
comfortable that you are 
going to fall asleep). 
Maybe you want to use 
your extra time to 
rearrange your furniture 
or DIY some room décor 
with whatever you have 
lying around. While you 
are studying, play music 
or reward yourself from 
your stash of quarantine 
snacks. Take breaks when 
you need them.

   Try to focus on the 
positives. You might feel 

1.

2.

3. 

4. 

5. 

6.  

7. 

" "
frustrated, angry, scared, lonely?  
acknowledge these feelings and know 
that they are okay but that they are 
temporary. Every day, write down or 
think about one thing that you are 
grateful for. Something like, ?I am 
grateful that I get to spend study breaks 
petting my puppy? or ?I feel frustrated 
that I cannot be in the hospital helping 
people, but I am glad I get to 
self-quarantine and keep my family 
safe.?

    Dr. Cullum said, ?As nurses, we 
remain flexible and dedicated to the 
needs of our patients and community. 
That is how we will respond to all of 
these new changes, with flexibility and a 
focus on the greater good.? We will get 
through this together. Lean on one 
another (while being at least 6 feet apart 
or even better, via Zoom, of course). 

 

8.

You've 
got  t his !



Every sem ester , SNA dedicates t im e dur ing our  last general  m eeting  to h ighl ight our  graduating 
senior s.  The senior s tel l  stor ies of their  t im e is nursing school  and give advice to  underclassm en 
on how to navigate the craziness that is nursing school .  W e laugh, we cr y,  and we say goodbye.  

For  m any of us, i t  is a h ighl ight in  our  sem ester  to be able to learn fr om  these students and wish 
them  wel l  on their  next adventure.   H owever , due to the COVID-19 pandem ic and social  distancing 
regulat ions, we cannot do our  tr adi t ional  sendoff.  Instead, I  have gathered som e stor ies and words 
of wisdom  from  our  senior  class, as wel l  as som e photos to com m em orate their  t im e at SDSU.

Graduating senior s, I  th ink  I  speak  for  everyone as I  say TH ANK YOU for  everyth ing you have 
done for  SNA.  Thank  you for  being com m itted to the School  of Nursing and al l  of the nursing 
students in  i t .  W e have al l  loved gett ing to know you, learn ing fr om  you, and creat ing bonds that 
wi l l  st ick  with us forever.  You have m ade an im pact on the SDSU SON, and I  have no doubt  you'l l  
m ake an im pact in  the l ives of al l  of the pat ients and coworkers in  your  next step.  Al though you 
are enter ing the work  for ce under  som e unconventional  ci r cum stances - to say the least - I  have 
fu l l  fai th that each and every one of you wi l l  r ise to the occasion and m ake us al l  proud.  

Congratulat ions senior s!  YOU DID IT!  Now go pass that NCLEX and add that "RN" to your  
Instagram  bio :)

-Kasey Bethel

   SDSU SNA Com m unicat ions Director  and Vital Signs Newsletter  Edi tor -In-Chief
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Seniors!
Congratulations 

Hi everyone! My name is Sarah and I am a 
track 1 senior graduating next month! When I 
think back on what I wish I knew when I first 
transferred into the nursing program a few 
things come to mind. The first one is to take 
every opportunity that you can find whether 
it be in clinicals, school, or extracurricular. 
The more you do, the more experience you 
will be able to get (and the more you can put 
on your resume!) The second one is to try to 
not take things personally, you will have an 
angry patient, a preceptor who is not very 
nice, not do good on an exam you studied 
hard for, ect. These things happen to all of us 
and it will only help you grow. The last thing 
that I think is really important is to find a 
support system. I could not have gotten 
through nursing school without my nursing 
friends. The only people who know exactly 
what you are going through are the people 
you see every day in AH2108. Having a 
friend or two makes all the difference and I 
will be forever thankful for the friends and 
study buddies I had in nursing school <3

-Sarah Karp

My best piece of advice for any nursing 
student is to be confident. Be confident in 
your nursing skill set, bedside manner, and 
in conversation with your nurse preceptor 
or healthcare professional! Confidence 
drives success in all aspects of nursing 
and when you believe in yourself, as cliche 
as it sounds, you will succeed. In the long 
run, when nurse preceptors can identify 
your confidence, they?ll give you more 
autonomy and more opportunities for 
learning in the clinical setting! Best of luck 
to you all. As aspiring nurses, we will get 
through these trying times together! 

-Irene Ung
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Senior spotlight has always been my favorite part of the last SNA meeting and I have 
always looked forward to my time to share. Although this isn?t The usual format, I still 
want to share a few things with you all:

1. Don?t do it alone- find people in the program who understand what you?re going through 
to talk to when things are rough. Nursing school is hard. Find your people and support 
one another.

2. Only do what brings you joy-  we are always pressured to do things to boost our 
resumes. This is great advice, but avoid doing things just because they look good on 
resumes. There?s plenty of opportunities to do things you love that can also make you 
stand out. 

3. Take care of yourself- this is so so important ! In nursing you need to find a good 
routine of self care so you can be at your best to give to your patients. Practice this skills 
now and set your self up to be in a place where you can help others effectively. You can?t 
pour from an empty!

4. Remember why you decided to become a nurse- when things are tough, we often focus 
on the details of what is wrong or obsess over the upcoming test. When you?re 
overwhelmed, don?t forget about the big picture of what makes this profession so special. 
You will finish this program with a unique set of skills that allows you to show up for 
people in their most vulnerable moments. Don?t forget why you are here!!

-Kristina Pope

One thing that took me a long time to learn is that it's okay to make mistakes in 
nursing, especially while you're still in school. There's this overwhelming pressure 
going into nursing having a patient's life in your hands. In class, we learn that 
everything we do is super important for the patient's care and having that 
responsibility can put a lot of weight on your shoulders. However, it's important to 
realize that weight isn't entirely yours and making mistakes will happen but that just 
helps you realize that there are people you can depend on when you do. Being a 
nurse is about being part of a team. When you are unsure about something or afraid 
that you're doing something wrong, ask someone! Your professor, your preceptor, 
the charge nurse, nursing is a team sport and it's essential to realize that we can rely 
on each other. Afterwards, learn from these mistakes/  experiences and incorporate 
it into your ever-growing nursing care. Good luck!

-Ashley Marie Bernardez

You definitely can work and go to 
school. It won?t be easy, but you will 
find a good schedule for you. Don?t let 
Gates scare you! 400 is not that bad. 
Oh will pass. Also, take advantage of 
all the opportunities in clinical. I 
regret no intubating a patient when I 
had the chance! 

-Thu Jennings

My favorite piece of advice learned has to 
come from a seasoned PACU nurse I was 
working with during my MedSurg clinical. 
She said ?Treat your IV like your gun.? I 
always think of that and am pretty diligent 
about IV line/ site maintenance now.

-Ash Clay



WHAT'S IN 
YOUR SCRUB 

POCKETS?
by Taylor Brigman

It took me a while to figure out 

exactly what I needed and what I 

didn?t need for clinical each day. I 

thought I?d share with you what I 

have learned along the way. First 

is that nurses tend to not be very 

prepared, by that I mean, they 

don?t carry around the plethora of 

supplies that we do in our 

pockets. This can work to your 

advantage. I?ll give you an 

example. Your nurse for the day is 

in the middle of doing a dressing 

change and realizes she didn?t 

bring scissors to cut the dressing 

to the right size and no one wants 

to have to go back to the nurses 

station in the middle of a dressing 

change. You, being the well 

prepared, full pocketed nursing 

student you are, whip out your 

scissors and hand them to her. 

Boom! You feel like a hero and she 

is grateful and sees you as a more 

responsible and prepared future 

nurse (get that letter of rec!!). Now 

I?ll provide you with two separate 

lists of things to always have in 

your scrub pockets. The first is 

things you either have at home or 

were provided for you in your 

supply kit from SNA. The second 

is things you should get from the 

supply room as soon as you 

arrive at your unit in the morning.

St et hoscope - Mine is a pink 

3M Littmann Lightweight II S.E. 

stethoscope. I like it because it?s 

not heavy on my neck if I want to 

carry it there, but I can also fold it 

up in my pocket. This is a 

must-have at clinical, you will use 

it every day. It doesn?t have to be 

pink, you just have to have one

Black  or  blue pen  - I say 

black or blue because on 

occasion you will have to sign 

documents. You also just need a 

pen to write down info about 

your patient such as vitals.

Pencil - I tend to write in 

pencil when getting patient 

information because things are 

constantly changing and I don?t 

like to have scribbles everywhere. 

Although it is  important to note 

that in official documentation you 

may not use pencil.

Sharpie - The first time I saw a 

nurse write on a patient in sharpie I 

was very confused. I mean I don?t 

want someone scribbling on me in 

permanent marker so I?d assume 

neither do my patients! However, 

sometimes it is necessary to mark 

the edges of wounds, redness, or 

edema so we can know whether or 

not it is spreading. You will also use 

your sharpie to write the date and 

time on new wound dressings or 

coverings so the next nurse knows 

when the dressing change is due 

again.

Highlight er  - This one is more 

optional than the rest. I use it to 

highlight important things on my 

patient sheet for the day that aren?t 

part of my typical to-do list so I 

don?t forget about them. 

Pen l ight  - You should be using 

this to check your patient?s pupils 

From Home
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during head to toe assessments, 

also if your patient has neuro checks 

ordered. It may also come in handy 

when you and your nurse cannot 

find the urethra on a large female 

with a foley ordered (yes, I am 

speaking from experience).

Bandage scissors - You 

received these in your supply kit 

from SNA. They have a dull end so 

you can cut bandage wraps and 

what not off of your patient without 

accidentally stabbing them. You will 

also use them during dressing 

changes to cut various supplies to 

the correct size.

Blank  Clin ical 

Brain/SBAR Sheet  - In N206 

you should be provided with an 

SBAR sheet for writing patient 

information and taking patient 

hand-off reports. This is basically a 

fill-in-the-blank worksheet that has 

various information about your 

patient. In the hospital the nurses 

call them their ?Brain? and you carry 

it around with you so you have easy 

access to all pertinent information 

about your patients including 

allergies, code status, med times, a 

to-do list for their care for the day, 

etc. As you go through clinicals you 

will edit this document to have 

exactly what works for you on it.

Your  phone w it h Nursing 

Cent ral  - Nursing central is your 

best friend. You will use it in the 

hospital to look up your patient?s 

meds before administering them. It 

also has so many other useful things 

on it like nursing diagnoses and care 

plans. If a nurse gives you a funny 

look when you are on your phone, 

kindly explain to them that you were 

not texting, snapchatting, 

instagramming, etc., you were in fact 

using this really cool resource that 

you will show them and they will be 

jealous of if they do not have it.

Alcohol swabs - You will 

use these constantly! Keep a 

big handful in your pocket for 

when you are flushing an IV, 

giving IV meds, giving an 

injection, checking a blood 

sugar, drawing up meds, etc.

Red caps - These are litt le, 

sterile, red caps that you screw 

onto the end of an IV line when 

you need it to stay sterile while 

you disconnect your patient 

from their IV to go to the 

bathroom or whatever other 

reason. Nurses never carry 

these! You will be the hero 

when the time comes, trust 

me.

Saline f lushes - You need 

these to check IV patency or 

flush before and after meds. It 

is always good to have them on 

you but some nurses view 

them as a med so they may not 

want you to carry them 

around. Talk to your instructor 

to find out what the best 

practice is for your hospital.

From Unit



Border Wars
The COVI D-19 Effect
By Fernando Garces
SDSU SNA Global Init iat ives Co-Director

Many nations, part icularly 

those whose levels of poverty far 

exceed those of countries in 

North American and Western 

Europe in areas of Africa and  

Asia, have chosen to completely 

shut down their borders. The 

impact this has had primarily 

affects people l iving close to 

these borders whose livelihood 

largely rests on their abil ity to 

freely move through the staed 

borders. One part icular example 

is with regard to the India-Nepal 

border.  Mult itudes of Indian and 

Nepalese people who live in the 

number of towns that span the 

border between these two 

countries require free access to 

both nat ions to maintain their 

health, safety, and well being. 

The stringency of these 

restrict ions has also left  families 

separated, people stuck away 

from their homes, and increased 

mass crowdings of people at 

ports of entry

1.Misinformation/

Misunderstanding

The first  part of this problem 

has to do with the reasoning 

and thinking upon which 

these stringent border in this 

sudden crisis, have been 

subject to information and 

What is Happening?
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It is the year, 2020, in the month of March. The novel Coronavirus pandemic has sent the world into unprecedented 
chaos. Economies have shut down, the functionalities of entire nations have come to a halt, and people across the 
globe have been ordered to shelter in place. The globe, unprepared for such a crisis, has been completely shocked and 
utterly devastated. An increased sense of fear, panic, and confusion has led countries, governments, and peoples of the 
world to look for someone or something to blame, with a path of nationalism, xenophobia, racism, and a list of other 
problems related to misinformed uneasiness  in its wake.

Why is it 
happening?

"

"

knowledge from a plethora of 

sources. Even when taking 

information from seemingly 

credible sources like scient ists 

and health professionals, there 

exists differing opinions and 

mixed information. This, 

inevitably, leads to misinformed 

decisions by people and their 

governments which can in turn 

have many life-or-death 

consequences in this situat ion.

2.Fear/ Anxiety/

Panic/ Hate

What proves to be equally 

complicated, if not more 

consequential, is the influence 

of emotions and feelings on 

these decisions. It  is definitely 

reasonable and understandable 

that in this crit ical t ime, people 

feel scared, rest less, and even 

host ile. However, it  can be 

worrisome if these strong 

feelings impact legislat ion and 

in turn negatively impact the 

l ivelihood of others. These 

emotions are also secondary to 

the prior concern.

The duty and responsibil ity we 

have as future professionals in 

the healthcare field is second to 

no other in t imes like these. We 

are obligated, both legally and 

ethically, to ensure the proper 

spread of factual information, 

and to do everything we can in 

our scope of pract ice to support 

and heal our communit ies. This 

wil l, in turn, prevent decisions 

and act ions l ike the ones in 

discussion which have major 

consequences and implicat ions. 

We all have a fight ing spirit  and 

the urge to help in t imes of need, 

that is of no quest ion or concern. 

The important part is that we 

uplift  those around us in a way 

that is support ive, true, and 

responsible.

Go forth and serve! 

May the power of love, healing, 

and mutual respect be with you 

all as you continue in your 

journey towards a l ife of noble 

service.

How can we, as 
future HCP, 
resolve such a 
problem?



10 TIPS FOR PRESERVING YOUR 
MENTAL HEALTH 
DURING ISOLATION by Tara King

Let?s be honest: most 

of us don?t miss waking 

up at the crack of dawn 

for clinicals. However, 

maintaining a normal 

sleep schedule (instead 

of going to bed at 3:00 

am) is something many 

therapists advise for 

the sake of your mental 

health, even when 

there?s not a pandemic.

I?ve spent the majority 

of isolation in my 

pajamas, and so have 

most of my friends. 

Although no one really 

wants to put on pants 

right now, getting 

dressed each morning 

is a great way to 

maintain some 

normalcy in your daily 

routine. Getting 

dressed is also a way to 

provide some structure 

in your life - it can help 

keep the days from 

blurring together. 

With everyone?s 

classes online, it can be 

extraordinarily difficult 

to limit how much time 

you spend staring at a 

screen. Combined with 

isolation boredom, 

many of us (admittedly 

myself included) are 

spending hours online. 

If possible, try to limit 

the time you spend on 

your phone (especially 

right before bed). 

This is obviously 

easier said than done 

right now, so another 

option is making your 

screen time count. For 

example: FaceTime 

your friends, have a 

movie marathon over 

Zoom, etc.

To keep from going 

stir-crazy, consider 

going for a daily drive! 

As long as you don?t 

leave your vehicle, 

you?re still maintaining 

isolation, and it can 

help you feel like 

you?re not stuck in 

your house.

People in my family 

have differing 

opinions about the 

1. Try to maintain 
a normal  sleep 
schedule
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2. Get dressed 
each morning

3. Try to l imit 
screen time

4. Take "mental  
health cruises"

best way to do this during 

isolation. I?ve always loved 

long drives, and I?ve done one 

almost every day since 

isolating. My dad believes that 

due to the risk of maintenance 

issues, everyone should be 

taking short drives instead. 

Make a decision that works for 

you, based on how 

well-functioning your vehicle 

is!

It can be anything! I?m 

absolutely horrible at painting 

(seriously, even my stick 

figures are crooked), but I still 

find myself doing it a lot 

during isolation. A new hobby 

doesn?t have to be crafting 

and art - it can be baking, 

reading, etc. If there?s 

something you?ve always 

wanted to do 

(such as learn a new 

language), but never had the 

time for it, now?s your time! As 

long as it can be done at 

home, the sky?s your limit! I?ve 

been working on developing a 

travel journal - researching 

information about each place I 

want to visit, and what things 

to do there. 

This is also a good time to 

5. Consider 
developing a new 
hobby

cross things off your to-do list, 

like sorting through your email 

inbox and cleaning your garage.

While it?s good to stay updated 

on what?s going on in the world, 

I think there?s a line between 

what?s healthy and what?s going 

to cause stress and anxiety. My 

parents are reading the news 

constantly, and have a habit of 

telling whoever is around them 

what they just read. We?ve 

developed an agreement where 

they don?t tell me what?s going 

on in the news, and I find this to 

be a lot healthier for me. If 

you?re doing everything you can 

to limit the spread of COVID-19 

(isolation, limiting your grocery 

trips, etc.) reading news on it 

constantly doesn?t really serve 

much of a purpose.

My mom had our whole family 

begin isolation much earlier 

than California ordered, and as 

a result it feels like I?ve been in 

this house for years. 

Rearranging your bedroom or 

living space can make it feel 

less like you?re trapped in the 

same space constantly. This is 

6.  Reduce how much 
time you spend reading 
the news

7. Rearrange your 
l iving space

especially true if you?re 

self-isolating in a small 

apartment or your 

bedroom. This is also a good 

time to do some Spring 

cleaning of your living area!

While no one should be at 

parks, beaches, etc., sitting 

in your backyard or front 

yard (if you have one) can be 

a great way to get some sun 

and fresh air while still 

maintaining isolation! 

Mental health conditions are 

often exacerbated by things 

like uncertainty, major 

changes in your daily 

schedule, and isolation - 

A.K.A. everything going on 

right now. In addition, many 

people are currently cut off 

from their therapists, 

psychiatrists, and/or 

support groups right now. If 

you struggle with your 

mental health, be extra 

gentle with yourself right 

now, take your medications, 

and follow any advice your 

8. spend some time 
outdoors

9.  If you have a 
mental  health 
condition, be extra 
gentle with yoursel f



LEADERSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES

by Sarah Faucheux
Leadership development is a 

valuable investment in yourself. 

One of the great things about 

leadership is that it takes on 

many different styles, which is 

why it is important to figure out 

and build your own unique 

leadership style. Leadership is a 

transferable skill that you can 

take with you and apply to 

many aspects of your life and 

career, including nursing. 

Nurse leaders are extremely 

important to the profession. 

They help ensure that care is 

safe and evidence-based 

practices are being used, they 

bring together individual nurses 

to foster a team environment, 

and so much more. Nurse 

leaders are often looked up to 

as role models when it comes to 

both education and solving 

problems. Research studies have 

been conducted on the 

importance of nursing leadership 

and one study found that certain 

leadership styles have directly or 

indirectly improved patient 

outcomes as well as the quality 

of nursing care (Akbiyik, Akin 

Korhan, Kiray, & Kirsan, 2020).

With a motto of ?Leadership 

Starts Here,? San Diego State 

University recognizes the value of 

leadership, and there are a lot of 

opportunities for students to 

cultivate their own leadership 

skills. A great place to start a 

search for building leadership 

skills at SDSU is through Student 

Life & Leadership (SLL) or the 

Glazer Center for Leadership and 

Service in the Aztec Student 

Union. The big things that SLL 

offers are the leadership minor, 

the leadership certificate, and 

various leadership workshops. 

They also host an annual Aztec 

CORE Retreat and an annual 

Leadership Summit for 

students. The leadership 

workshops are free to all SDSU 

students, cover a variety of 

topics, usually last an hour, and 

require the least amount of 

commitment. The leadership 

minor requires the most 

commitment and can be 

completed in two, three, or four 

years depending on preference 

and scheduling. It is a 15-unit 

minor and the curriculum can 

be found SLL?s website. 

I want to highlight the 

Leadership Certificate program 

that SLL offers. It is open to all 

SDSU students, it is free, and it 

is self-paced. The average 

amount of time it takes to 

complete is 18-24 months. 

There are six components to 

healthcare team has given you 

(such as maintaining a healthy 

sleep schedule, etc.). 

There are ways to stay 

in-contact with mental health 

care providers online - many 

therapists are now taking 

clients over Zoom, many 

support groups have moved 

online, etc. There is always 

support available, even if it?s 

less than ideal!!!

This is a scary, uncertain time 

for everyone. We?re all worried 

about our friends and family 

getting ill, we don?t know when 

isolation and social distancing 

will no longer be necessary, 

and we?re all watching 

heartbroken as the death toll 

from this virus continues to 

climb. In terms of our 

education, we don?t know if 

we?ll be returning to school in 

the fall, we don?t know if the 

BRN will accept our simulation 

hours, and we?ve been 

watching with horror as many 

of our fellow nurses practice 

without much-needed PPE. 

Everyone is feeling different 

emotions right now. Some of 

us are struggling to be 

productive or struggling to take 

advantage of the increased free 

time, some of us are grieving 

the senior year they thought 

they would be having, and some 

of us are functioning as usual. 

I?ve been feeling guilty about 

being so worried about my 

education when people are 

dying, and as a result I?ve been 

trying to remind myself that my 

feelings are valid. Yours are too, 

whatever they may be.
10. Let yoursel f feel  
whatever you're 
feel ing.
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the certificate program and 

they include: seven workshops, 

experiential leadership (such 

as attending the Leadership 

Summit), ten hours of 

community service, 

participating in a leadership 

role on campus, and 

participating in the Aztec 

Mentor Program. The sixth and 

final component is submitting 

a capstone paper, video, or 

portfolio that highlights 

everything you have done in 

the Leadership Certificate 

program and learned to build 

your own leadership skills. 

Many of you might have 

already completed some of 

these requirements, so I highly 

recommend looking into this 

great opportunity and going 

online or emailing 

leadership.programs@sdsu.edu 

for more information. 

Maybe after graduation, you 

might even consider applying 

to SDSU?s Master of Science 

program in Nursing Leadership 

in Health Care Systems. After 

all, ?Leadership Starts Here.?
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IMAGE OF NURSING: DANICA CHUN                                                                     SDSUSNAIMAGE@GMAIL.COM

COMMUNICATIONS: KASEY BETHEL                                                                           SDSUSNACOMM@GMAIL.COM
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